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	NAME: Bhoddian
	DESCRIPTION: Due to their evolution on a low gravity world [Bhoddius VIII], Bhoddians are, on average, weaker & frailer than humans. Their reduced body mass however, makes them a little faster & more agile. Average height is between 2.2 & 2.5m. They possess white or light toned hair combined with a slightly reflective, gold colored skin; both of which help reflect excess heat. Men dominate the  Security field whereas women are more inclined towards the Sciences. Due to their extended life spans, their families can be sprawling complex affairs. Their aging is much slower in its onset & generally less severe. Names: They have 3 names; family name, birth name & taken name. Family names are patrilineal & cannot be changed for any reason. Birth names are given exclusively by the mother. Taken names are chosen for themselves at age of 21. Formal address is family name & taken name combined. The full 3 name version is only ever used for legal documentation or civic records.
	ERA:  2371 or later (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13: Always trying to make sense of it all.Males: Control +1, Daring+1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 7: Females: Daring +1, Insight +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Bhoddians have slightly better hearing & vision, giving them a -1 Difficulty to Survival rolls involving these senses. Their skin pigmentation protects vs high levels of ultraviolet radiation. They are also able to adjust their core temperatures via unconscious control & are therefore more comfortable in colder climates. Another trait is their ability to safely metabolize Ozone. Average lifespan is 180 years.
	TALENTS: Bhoddian, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Superior Education [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Bhoddians have an intelligence & education that are superior due to cultural conditioning. At PC creation, you gain 1 extra focus.
	TALENT NAME 2: Gender-specific Specialization
	TALENT TEXT 2: Males gain 1d20 on rolls using their Security Discipline, whereas females gain 1d20 for use on their Science or Medicine rolls.
	TALENT NAME 3: 
	TALENT TEXT 3: 
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